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Abstract—Developers often need to use appropriate APIs to program efficiently, but it is usually a difficult task to identify the exact one
they need from a vast of candidates. To ease the burden, a multitude of API recommendation approaches have been proposed. However,
most of the currently available API recommenders do not support the effective integration of users’ feedback into the recommendation
loop. In this paper, we propose a framework, BRAID (Boosting RecommendAtion with Implicit FeeDback), which leverages learning-
to-rank and active learning techniques to boost recommendation performance. By exploiting users’ feedback information, we train a
learning-to-rank model to re-rank the recommendation results. In addition, we speed up the feedback learning process with active
learning. Existing query-based API recommendation approaches can be plugged into BRAID. We select three state-of-the-art API
recommendation approaches as baselines to demonstrate the performance enhancement of BRAID measured by Hit@k (Top-k),
MAP, and MRR. Empirical experiments show that, with acceptable overheads, the recommendation performance improves steadily
and substantially with the increasing percentage of feedback data, comparing with the baselines.
Index Terms—API recommendation; learning to rank; active learning; natural language processing
F
1 INTRODUCTION
A PPLICATION Programming Interfaces (APIs) play animportant role in software development [1]. With the
help of APIs, developers can accomplish their programming
tasks more efficiently [2]. However, due to the huge number
of APIs in the library, it is impractical for developers to get
familiar with all of them and always select the correct ones
for specific development tasks.
To tackle this problem, many API recommendation ap-
proaches and tools have been proposed to relieve the burden
of developers in understanding and searching APIs. Based
on different inputs, there are generally two types of API rec-
ommendation scenarios, i.e., recommendation with queries
and recommendation without queries. For the first type,
it requires developers to state what is wanted in natural
languages as queries and feed into the recommendation
system; while for the second type, since there are no explicit
queries, existent code, especially the neighbouring ones,
will be leveraged as context, and the missing APIs will
be inferred and recommended to end users. A majority of
related work employs text similarity-based techniques. For
example, some recommend APIs according to the similarity
between search queries and supplementary information of
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APIs [3], [4]; some return API usages depending on how
much they are related to context information in source code
[5], [6]. Generally, these approaches use keywords to narrow
down the search scale in massive target repositories and
speed up recommendation efficiency. However, in many
cases, the correct API information is not literally similar
to the query because of the semantic gap [7], [8], [9]. For
example, the answer to the query “Make a negative num-
ber positive” could be “java.lang.Math.abs”, which returns
the absolute value of the argument, matching the problem
perfectly. For these dissimilar query-answer pairs, textual
matching is of limited usage. Secondly, very few of these
approaches consider the role of developers’ feedback infor-
mation in the recommendation process. Such information is
usually crucial to improve the API recommendation perfor-
mance.
Feedback information generally refers to user’s inter-
action information with the recommended results during
a recommendation session. Usually, it reflects the users’
preference for different items. In traditional recommenda-
tion systems [10], the use of feedback information could
greatly improve the accuracy of recommendation [11], [12].
For example, in a movie recommendation system, the user
viewing history is regarded as feedback information. In
an online shopping system, feedback usually refers to the
product browsing history of a particular customer. We note
that they are usually referred to as implicit feedback. (In
contrast, users’ rating is considered to be explicit.)
In the process of API recommendation, selecting an API
from the recommended list usually suggests that the API
is useful for the user to solve the particular problem in
the query. Hence, it is deemed to be the correct answer to
the query. During each query-answer session, we record the
query alongside with the API selected by the user, putting
such query-API pair into the feedback repository. The API
is regarded as feedback information of the query.
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2In this paper, we propose a novel framework, BRAID
(Boosting RecommendAtion with Implicit FeeDback), to
boost recommendation effectiveness by leveraging (implicit)
feedback information. Particularly, we focus on the first type
of recommendation scenarios, i.e., recommendation with
queries. By introducing feedback, not only do we improve
the performance of API recommendations, but also we can
accomplish personalized recommendation. For the same
query, different list order will be recommended based on
user personal interaction history (feedback). Moreover, our
framework could accommodate existing recommendation
approaches as components.
To effectively integrate user feedback into the code
recommendation loop, we harness learning-to-rank (LTR)
techniques, which are widely used in areas such as infor-
mation retrieval and recommendation. The key of LTR in
information retrieval is to train a ranking model by which
a given query can decide an optimized order of the rele-
vant documents based on feedback information. By viewing
APIs as documents, we can apply LTR techniques to API
recommendation to boost its performance. Furthermore, to
accelerate the feedback learning process, we incorporate
active learning which is to alleviate the “cold start” of
tenuous feedback information at the beginning. We query
an oracle to get the correct label and put it to the training
set. By iterating this process we can obtain a well-trained
active learning model with the expanded labeled set. This
training set can be, in turn, used to train a well-performed
model to generate an optimized recommendation list.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of BRAID, we select
three recent state-of-the-art API recommendation systems,
i.e., BIKER [3], RACK [13], NLP2API [14], as baselines and
Hit@k/Top-k accuracy, MAP, MRR as evaluation metrics.
With continuous accumulation of feedback information, the
Top-1 accuracy of BIKER gets increased by 14.5%, the abso-
lute growth of RACK is nearly 35.42%, and that of NLP2API
is 32.26% eventually.
The main contributions of the paper are as below.
• We propose a novel framework BRAID, which inte-
grates programmers’ feedback information by using
the learning-to-rank technique to improve the accu-
racy of API recommendation.
• BRAID also features the active learning technique,
with which the learning process of feedback informa-
tion can be accelerated. Even with a small proportion
of feedback data, the performance of recommenda-
tion can still be enhanced considerably.
• We conduct a comprehensive empirical study and
compare BRAID to three state-of-the-art API rec-
ommendation systems. The results show that our
approach performs well and demonstrate the gen-
eralizability.
Our work is orthogonal to the recent efforts in recom-
mending APIs with machine learning techniques, largely in
the context of intelligent software development. It is not to
put forward yet another recommendation method, but is to
boost the performance and is applicable to a wide spectrum
of extent query-based recommendation systems. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first time that feedback is
taken into account seriously in API recommendation, and
represents one of the first work to utilize LTR in this area.
Structure of the paper. Section 2 briefly introduces the back-
ground of this study. Section 3 gives the details of our
approach. Section 4 presents the experimental settings and
comparative results on related API recommendation sys-
tems. In section 5 and 6, threats to validity and related work
are discussed respectively. Finally, conclusion is drawn and
future research is outlined in Section 7.
2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Learning-to-rank
As a widely used ranking technique, LTR has achieved
great success in a variety of fields including information
retrieval, natural language processing, and software engi-
neering [15], [16], [17]. The basic task of LTR is to learn
k ordered documents d = (d1, · · · dk) from the document
set D by optimizing a loss function which is dependent on
a given query q. LTR is essentially a supervised learning
task, typically by extracting features from documents and
predicting the corresponding labels which reflect the rele-
vance between the query and the documents. Different from
traditional similarity calculation based approaches, the main
characteristic of LTR is to define a loss function and train a
ranking model f(q, d) to sort the candidate documents in d.
In this work, in a nutshell, we regard APIs as “documents”,
and thus naturally cast API recommendation as an LTR
problem.
LTR techniques could be classified based on the un-
derlying learning models. Examples include SVM tech-
niques [18], boosting techniques [19], neural network tech-
niques [20], and others [16]. A more interesting classification
is based on the characteristics of the input space, where one
usually speaks of pointwise, pairwise and listwise LTR[21],
[22]. In general, the pointwise approach focuses on the
relevance of a query and a single document. By converting
each single document into a feature vector, it can predict the
relevant score of the document via classification or regres-
sion methods. The pairwise approach regards ranking as
comparing the relative preference between document pairs.
In this way, it turns a ranking task into deciding the relative
order of each document pair, which can be considered as a
binary classification or a pairwise regression problem. The
listwise approach takes the results of the user query (namely,
a list of documents) as a data point in the training data set
based on which a ranking model M can be trained. For a
new query, M predicts each document on the list for the
new query and then ranks them in (say) a descending order.
In API recommendation, it is neither practical nor neces-
sary to obtain a fully ranked list of APIs, since programmers
are merely interested in the most appropriate APIs associ-
ated with the query and ignore the irrelevant ones. Instead
we only need to compare pairwise preference of a few
candidate APIs with the help of programmers’ feedback.
As a result, in our framework, we adopt the pairwise LTR
technique.
2.2 Active Learning
Supervised learning requires annotated/labeled data,
which in many cases may be very expensive to obtain.
3Active learning is proposed with the general aim to train
a model of better performance but with fewer training
instances. When the annotated data is scarce or the cost
of labeling data is high, the active learning algorithm can
actively select specific data to label, and these data will
then be sent to annotators. Generally speaking, the selected
samples should be the most informative, which can not only
make a maximum contribution to model optimization, but
also help reduce the amount of annotated data [23].
In general, the paradigm of active learning can be rep-
resented as a tuple A = (C, S,O, F, U), where C is the
model to be learnt (e.g., a classifier), S denotes the query
function which acquires the most informative data from
unlabeled samples, and O represents the oracle which labels
the samples. In addition, F and U are the sets of labeled and
unlabeled samples respectively.
An active learning algorithm usually starts by training
a model with only a small amount of labeled data from F .
Then it queries the function S which defines the selection
strategy, and thus obtains the samples from the unlabeled
data set U . As the next step, it submits these selected
samples to the oracle O for annotation and puts them into
the labeled set. Finally, the newly labeled samples are used
to retrain the model. This process repeats until some specific
termination criteria are met, such as those based on the
number of iterations or the performance related metrics.
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Fig. 1: The overview of BRAID
As illustrated by Fig. 1, the BRAID framework consists
mainly of four parts:
(a) Initial API recommendation. Given a query as input,
an initial API recommendation list is returned. This
could be acquired by applying the existing API
recommendation algorithms to the given query.
(b) The feedback repository which stores pairs of queries
and associated recommended APIs. More formally,
the feedback repository FR is a set of pairs (Qu,Ap)
where Qu is a query and Ap is the corresponding
API. Initially the feedback repository is empty, but
will accumulate in the course of interactions with
users. The query and the selected APIs (i.e., from
the user feedback) are to be recorded in the feedback
repository.
(c) The feature extraction engine which generates a fea-
ture vector for each API on the recommended API
list when a query is given. The feature vector com-
prises two parts, i.e., feedback features and related
information features. In particular, the feedback in-
formation is obtained by looking up the feedback
repository whereas the related information is ob-
tained from relevant domain knowledge, e.g., Java
official API document information (cf. Section 3.2).
(d) The ranking engine which gives the ranking of
the recommended APIs for a given query. To this
end, the engine applies two techniques: (1) LTR
to compute scores based on the generated feature
vectors (cf. Section 3.3.1); and (2) active learning
which leverages crowdsourced knowledge (from,
e.g., Stack Overflow) as an oracle and trains a clas-
sifier to predict the scores (cf. Section 3.3.2). The
two scores are combined to give the final verdict
(cf. Section 3.3.3).
The basic workflow of our approach is as follows.
1) When a user makes a query Q to the system (in
the form of user input as, e.g., a short sentence
in natural language), a base API recommendation
method is employed to provide an initial API list
LQ.
2) The system looks up the feedback repository FR,
checking whether or not there is a query similar
to the user query Q. If this is the case, the system
returns a set SP of query-API pairs where the
queries’ similarity score with Q is above a certain
threshold  (cf. Section 3.1), i.e.,
SP := {(Qu,Ap) | (Qu,Ap) ∈ FR
and sim(Qu,Q) ≥ }
Otherwise, there is no available query in the feed-
back repository FR similar toQ (which is especially
the case at the initial stage of the interaction), and
SP is simply an empty set. The recommended APIs
in LQ and SP are to be fed to the feature extraction
engine.
3) The feature extraction engine, upon receiving LQ
and SP , computes a composite feature vector FV .
FV includes two components, i.e., FF and RIF .
The former corresponds to the feedback features,
while the latter corresponds to the related infor-
mation features. (In case that SP is empty, RIF
consists solely of related information features.)
4) The ranking engine takes FV as input, and ap-
plies the trained learning-to-rank model and active
learning model to obtain the prediction values. The
system then calculates the API scores based on the
prediction values of these two models. Afterwards
LQ is re-ranked in a descending order according
to the API scores, and new recommendations are
presented to the users.
As the core component of our framework, the feedback
repository is maintained throughout the life of the system
and is kept updating with the interaction of the users. In the
beginning, the feedback repository is empty. (In this case, no
feedback feature can be provided, and thus BRAID outputs
the initial API recommendation list as a result.) When the
4APIs are recommended to the users (e.g., programmers)
who are supposed to implicitly label the most relevant API
which is treated as the “ground-truth” recommendation of
the given query, the query-API pair would be the feedback
from the user and is stored in the feedback repository. The
feedback repository grows gradually along with more users’
interactions.
In general, the feedback repository is used in feature ex-
traction (see (c) and 3) above) and in training the LTR model
(cf. Section 3.3.1). We note that, for efficiency consideration,
we do not re-train the LTR model whenever the feedback
repository is updated. Instead it is done on a user session
basis, which can strike a balance between ranking precision
and overheads.
3.1 Preprocessing and similarity calculation
To facilitate feature extraction and learning steps, we
first need to convert user queries and APIs (as well as their
related documents) into vectors. As mentioned in Section 1,
the lexical gap between queries in natural languages and
APIs in programming languages impedes the recommen-
dation performance. We hence use word embedding to
bridge such a gap during vectorization. To train the model,
we collect API related posts in Stack Overflow website.1
Particularly we use the data dumped from Stack Exchange.2
All the titles of the posts which are tagged with Java are
extracted in particular, since we mainly focus on Java re-
lated API recommendation. (Note however that the general
methodology is clearly not Java-specific.) The remaining
posts are subject to classic textual preprocessing steps in-
cluding tokenization and stemming. NLTK3 is employed
to fulfil the pre-processing task, and Word2Vec4 is used
to train the embedding model. Similar to [3], we calculate
the IDF (Inverse Document Frequency) of each word in the
preprocessed post corpus, and thus build an IDF vocabulary
as the weighting schema of the embedding model.
Similarity calculation. To calculate the similarity between
a user query Q and a text S (e.g., the query stored in the
feedback repository), we first convert them to two bag-
of-words Q and S. Then we use the semantic similarity
measure introduced by Mihalcea et al. [24].
For any w ∈ Q, sim(w, S) is defined to be the maximum
value of sim(w,w′) for each word w′ ∈ S. Formally
sim(w, S) = max
w′∈S
sim(w,w′) (1)
where sim(w,w′) is the semantic similarity of the two
words w and w′, captured by the cosine distance of the
embeddings of w and w′ as vectors:
sim(w,w′) =
~Vw · ~Vw′∣∣∣~Vw∣∣∣ ∣∣∣~Vw′ ∣∣∣ (2)
Based on Equation (1), the asymmetry similarity can be
defined as:
sima(Q,S) =
∑
w∈Q sim(w, S) ∗ idf(w)∑
w∈Q idf(w)
(3)
1. https://stackoverflow.com/
2. https://archive.org/download/stackexchange/stackoverflow.com-
Posts.7z, updated in March 2019
3. http://www.nltk.org/
4. https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html
where idf(w) is computed as the number of documents that
contain w.
Finally, the (symmetric) similarity between Q and S
is derived by the arithmetic mean of sima(Q,S) and
sima(S,Q), i.e.,
sim(Q,S) =
sima(Q,S) + sima(S,Q)
2
(4)
In this way, we can compute the similarity between user
query and other artifacts such as API, query in feedback
repository, etc. Recall that in step 2), the system needs to
check whether there exists a query in the feedback repos-
itory which is similar to the user query. For this purpose,
we set a parameter  as the similarity threshold to distin-
guish whether or not two queries Q and S are similar. If
sim(Q,S) ≥ , then they are considered to be relevant.
(Our experiment, via trial-and-error, empirically indicated
that  = 0.64 is a suitable configuration.)
3.2 Feature extraction
Recall that the basic functionality of the feature extrac-
tion module is to compute the features of APIs. As stated in
workflow 3), the input of this module is SP and LQ, where
LQ is the recommended top-N APIs for the queryQ and SP
is a set of query-API pairs stored in the feedback repository
which crucially, corresponds to queries similar to Q. The
aim is to generate a feature vector for each of the N APIs
in LQ, based on SP . As the feature extraction is based on
the query Q, this can be treated as a process of query-aware
feature engineering.
The rationale is that the relevance of each API in the
recommended API list LQ to the user query Q depends on
(1) the relevance of the API-related description information
to Q, and (2) whether in the feedback repository some API
exists for dealing with a similar query. As a result, we
consider
• related information features, representing the relevance
to the recommended APIs as well as the associated
document description;
• feedback features, representing the relevance to the
APIs in the feedback repository.
which are articulated as follows.
Related information feature: The related information fea-
ture of each API on the recommended API list consists of
the following two parts.
(1) API feature, representing the similarity between the
user query Q and the API under consideration. The
similarity measure is calculated as in Section 3.1.
(2) API description feature, representing the similarity
between the description under consideration and
the user query Q. The similarity measure is also
calculated as in Section 3.1. The description can be
obtained via official API documentation. Particularly,
we extract API descriptions out of official JDK 8
documentation.
Feedback feature: Feedback feature is extracted based on
the similarity between a user query Q and queries in feed-
back repository FR.
5Recall that
SP := {(Qu,Ap) | (Qu,Ap) ∈ FR and sim(Qu,Q) ≥ }
We then collect a subset of SP consisting of only those
whose API appears in LQ, namely, ST . Formally, we define
ST as below.
ST := {(Qu,Ap, sim(Q,Qu)) |
(Qu,Ap) ∈ SP and Ap ∈ LQ}
We remark that there may be several tuples in ST whose
Ap is the same. Therefore, an API in LQ may have several
similarities to be considered as the feedback feature, and we
select the most relevant five as the feedback feature.
Data: ST : tuple set, FR: feedback repository, and LQ: initial
API list
Result: FF : Hashmap of feedback feature of the APIs in LQ
1 begin
/* Initialize FF for API entries in LQ; */
2 FF ←− new Hashmap();
/* sort ST in a descending order based on
the similarity score; */
3 ST ←− sortedBySim(ST);
4 foreach API ∈ LQ do
5 index←− 0;
6 ff ←− new Array[5];
7 foreach st ∈ ST do
8 if st.Ap == API then
9 ff [index]←− st.sim(Q,Qu);
10 else
11 ff [index]←− 0;
12 if index < 5 then
13 index←− index+ 1;
14 else
15 break;
16 end
/* add API and feature value pair into
feedback vector FF ; */
17 FF.put(API, ff);
18 end
19 end
Algorithm 1: Algorithm for generating feedback fea-
ture
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of feedback feature
generation for LQ. We first create an object FF of Hashmap
type to accommodate the result (Line 2); then we sort ST
in a descending order based on the similarity score (Line 3).
Afterwards, we iterate the LQ, and for each API , we create
an array ff (Line 6) to record the most relevant 5 similarity
values with the API, from the sorted ST (Line 7-16). Then,
the API and ff pair is inserted into FF (Line 19).
Example. As an example, when a user query Q is ’killing
a running thread in Java’, we firstly get the recommended
API list LQ shown in Table 1 from an initial API recom-
mendation tool (e.g., BIKER), obtaining the RIF of the LQ.
Then we look up the feedback repository FR, finding a pair
SP (Qu,Ap) whose query is similar to Q shown in Table 2.
Because Ap ’java.lang.Thread.interrupt’ of the SP is in LQ
(the ninth API), this SP and the similarity between Qu and
Q can make up the tuple ST . The similarity is calculated as
0.72 based on the Equation (4). There is no more other ST ,
so we put the similarity (0.72) into the first position of the
feature vector ff , and the rest four elements would be zero.
ff andAp form FF . Combining FF with theRIF together
forms feature vectors FV = (FF,RIF ) of the APIs in the
LQ.
TABLE 1: The recommended API list of the query
Query killing a running thread in java
Initial
API list
(by
BIKER
[3])
1 java.lang.Thread.start
2 java.lang.Thread.stop
3 java.lang.Thread.join
4 java.util.concurrent.Executor.newFixedThreadPool
5 java.lang.Process.destroy
6 java.lang.Thread.currentThread
7 java.lang.Thread.isAlive
8 java.util.concurrent.Executor.execute
9 java.lang.Thread.interrupt
10 java.lang.Object.wait
TABLE 2: The similar query in the feedback repository
Query Stopping looping thread in Java
Answer java.lang.Thread.interrupt
3.3 Re-ranking recommendation API list
In this section, we describe the functionality of the rank-
ing engine. As stated earlier, the input is a list of APIs pro-
duced by the adopted recommendation tool, endowed with
feature vectors based on the user query. The ranking engine
aims to re-rank the APIs on the list so the recommendation
is more customised to the users’ feedback. To this end, we
harness two techniques, i.e., LTR and active learning.
3.3.1 LTR model and rank scores
LTR is a supervised learning approach, which demands
labeled training data. To this end, we use the recommended
APIs for the queries stored in the feature repository. Recall
that each query-API pair (Qu,Ap) in the feedback reposi-
tory has gone through feedback engineering (Section 3.2).
We can then collect the feature vectors of the APIs in LQu,
and label the selected API (i.e., Ap) as 1, and others as 0.
This process gives rise to the labeled training data set for
the LTR model.
We adopt LambdaMart [25], a widely-used algorithm
for ranking, as our LTR model. LambdaMART is a boosted
tree model with the optimization strategy based on Lamb-
daRank [26]. The key observation of the optimization strat-
egy is that, in order to train a model, the objective function
is not needed. Instead, we only need the gradient of the
objective function, which can be modeled by the sorted
positions of the items for a given query. In LambdaMART,
we assume that there is an objective utility function Util
whereby we define
λij =
∂Util(si − sj)
∂si
=
−σ |∆Zij |
1 + e−σ(si−sj)
(5)
where for two feature vectors Vi and Vj such that Vi ranks
higher than Vj , si and sj represent the scores of Vi and Vj
respectively, σ is a parameter of the sigmoid function the
value of which determines the shape of the function, |∆Zij |
can be any ranking measure change generated by swapping
the rank positions of Vi and Vj . For example, when |∆Zij |
stands for the change of metric MAP, such a model actually
optimizes MAP directly.
Symmetrically, in case that Vj ranks higher than Vi, we
define
λij =
σ |∆Zij |
1 + e−σ(si−sj)
(6)
6With Equation (5) and Equation (6), the gradient of Util
wrt a feature vector Vi can be written as:
λi =
∑
j 6=i
I(i, j)λij = I(i, j)
σ |∆Zij |
1 + e−σ(si−sj)
(7)
where I is the indicator function defined as:
I(i, j) =
{ −1, if Vi ranks higher than Vj ,
1, if Vi ranks lower than Vj .
It follows that, for each feature vector Vi , we can define
the utility function as
Utili =
∑
j 6=i
|∆Zij | log(1 + e−σ(si−sj)) (8)
Since we build the LTR model based on the tree-based
algorithms [27], the regularization term is based on the
complexity of the tree model. More concretely, it is defined
as
Ω = γT +
1
2
β
T∑
j=1
||ωj ||2 (9)
where T represents the number of the leaf node, ω is the
weight of the leaf node, γ and β are hyper parameters used
to adjust the weights of T and ω. (The experimental results
show that γ is set to 0.3 and β to 1 in our setting.)
Finally, the objective of our LTR model is to maximize∑
i
Utili − Ω. (10)
where i ranges over all labeled samples.
LambdaMART trains a boosted tree model MART (mul-
tiple additive regression trees), in which the prediction value
of the model is a linear combination of the outputs of a set of
regression trees. In our LTR model, the LambdaMART maps
the feature vector V ∈ Rd to Score(V ) ∈ R, which can be
written as:
Score(V ) =
N∑
j=1
αjfj(V ) (11)
where fj : Rd → R is a function modeled by a single
regression tree and the αj ∈ R is the weight associated with
the j-th regression tree. Both fj and αj are learned during
training, and N is the number of trees.
We consider the given user query Q, extract features as
in Section 3.2, and then use the trained LTR model to predict
the rank score for the recommended API list LQ. The result
is denoted by ScoreQ, which comprises Score(V ) for all
feature vectors V of each API in LQ.
3.3.2 Active learning model and relevance scores
We utilize the active learning technique to improve the
learning efficiency when the feedback repository data is
scarce. An active learning algorithm usually starts by train-
ing a model with selective labeled data for which we follow
the same approach as LTR (cf. Section 3.3.1). The structure
of the active learning module is shown in Fig. 2.
For the active learning paradigm A = (C, S,O, F, U),
we use the Logistic Regression algorithm to train a model
C . The uncertainty sampling strategy [28] is used to select
the most informative data (which may not be classified well
by the classifier model) as the query function S. In our work,
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Fig. 2: Active learning module architecture
we collect the query-API pairs to serve as the oracle O.
These query-API pairs represent crowdsourced knowledge
derived from the questions and accepted answers in Stack
Overflow posts, which can be used to annotate the selected
data. Note that this is one way to instantiate the oracle; one
can certainly seek other resources to serve as the oracle.
Because BRAID outputs the initial API recommendation
list when the feedback repository is empty, the active learn-
ing module commences to play its role when the feedback
data is available. We train the model by the following steps:
First, we collect the feature vectors of the APIs in LQu (cf.
Section 3.3.1) and label them to form the labeled set F .
Hence, we formulate as a classification problem, and ac-
cordingly, use F to build an active learning classifier model
C . Next, we collect the feature vectors of the recommended
APIs of the queries in Stack Overflow to form the unlabeled
set U . After applying the current model C to the unlabeled
set U , we use the uncertainty sampling strategy S on U to
select data for which the classifier C is less certain. Then the
queries based on the selected data are sent to the oracle O
for annotation, and the results will be put into the feedback
repository. The selected samples will be used for expanding
the labeled set along with their labels to retrain the classifier
model C . The above steps are repeated, and we finally get
the optimized classifier model and an expanded feedback
repository which will also be used in the LTR model to
provide input (cf. Section 3.3.1).
Similar to LTR, we consider the features extracted from
a given query (cf. Section 3.2) as input, and use the well-
trained classifier to predict the relevance of each API on the
recommended list. Because there are only two classes (either
1 or 0), in which ‘1’ represents relevant, while ‘0’ means
irrelevant, the probability generated by the classifier can be
interpreted as the relevance score. RelevQ is then obtained
by computing the relevance score for the recommended API
list of a user query Q. In this way, we can combine active
learning with API recommendation systems.
3.3.3 Re-ranking list and collecting user feedback
The last step is to re-rank the API list. In Section 3.3.1 and
Section 3.3.2, we have obtained the predictions of the API
(ScoreQ and RelevQ) of the LQ through well-trained LTR
and active learning models respectively. By normalizing
ScoreQ, we calculate the overall prediction score of the APIs
as follows.
PredScoreQ(i) =
ScoreQ(i)− Scoremin
Scoremax − Scoremin + µRelevQ(i)
where ScoreQ(i) represents the rank score of the i-th API in
the recommended list of Q, and RelevQ(i) is the relevance
7score of the i-th API which takes the position of API into
account. Scoremax and Scoremin are the maximum and
minimum values of the rank score respectively; µ is the
weight which is a dynamic value dependent on the position
of the i-th API (i.e., posi). In our experiments, µ is set to
2
3×posi . We then re-rank LQ in a descending order based on
the final prediction score PredScoreQ. Programmers can
choose an adequate API from the re-ranked list correspond-
ing to the query. Meanwhile, the decision will be recorded
in the feedback repository.
4 EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the proposed BRAID ap-
proach. We shall mainly study the following research ques-
tions (RQs).
RQ1 How effective is BRAID to recommend API for
given queries in general?
RQ2 How does the feedback information contribute
to BRAID for recommending API, in particu-
lar, how does the accumulation of the feedback
repository improve the performance of BRAID?
RQ3 How do LTR and active learning techniques
contribute to BRAID respectively?
RQ4 Is the overhead introduced by BRAID accept-
able?
4.1 Baselines
The BRAID approach is essentially an “add-on” tech-
nique, which is designed to be instrumented to extant
query-based API recommendation systems for which we
use three representative systems, i.e., BIKER, RACK, and
NLP2API, as baselines.
BIKER [3] collects 413 questions, along with their
ground-truth APIs, as the testing dataset for the empirical
study. They are extracted from API-related posts of Stack
Overflow following the approach in Ye et al. [29]. The ques-
tion titles of the posts are considered as the query whereas
the API referred to in the accepted answers are treated as
standard answers. Sometimes, for a common programming
task query, if other answers are also helpful but not flagged
as the accepted answer, they can also be added to the correct
answers.
RACK [13] collects 150 queries for the evaluation from
three Java tutorial sites: KodeJava5, JavaDB6 and Java2s7.
These sites contain a mass of programming tasks whose
descriptions generally are composed of three parts, i.e., a
question title, a solution consisting of code snippets, and
a comment used to interpret code. Similar to the accepted
answers in Stack Overflow posts, the comment explaining
the code also refers to one or more APIs which are vital
to deal with the question. Hence the ground-truth dataset
is made by question titles of the programming tasks in
these sites and the corresponding APIs extracted from code
interpretation.
NLP2API [14] collects 310 code search query-API pairs.
Similar to RACK, the source of data is also the Java tutorial
5. https://kodejava.org
6. https://www.javadb.com
7. https://java2s.com
sites. In addition to the sites which RACK refers to, they
also focus on the data on CodeJava.8 Thus, besides the 150
queries already gained by RACK, there are 160 new ground-
truth pairs, which make up 310 pairs of NLP2API. Though
some query-API pairs of NLP2API are the same as RACK,
it has no effect on our evaluation results because of the dif-
ferences in recommendation algorithms. The ground-truth
data set of this API recommendation system is composed in
the same way as RACK.
In the experiments, we reuse the existing data sets, as
well as the implementations, from the replication packages
of the baselines, i.e., BIKER9, RACK10, and NLP2API11. The
data set is randomly split into the training set and the
testing set at the ratio of 9:1. In addition, to give a fair
comparison, we repeat the split three times corresponding
to three runs of the individual experiment. With each split,
the result is recorded and the average values are eventually
calculated as the final results. Our implementation is based
on XGBoost (ver. 0.82) [27] and modAL (ver. 0.3.4)12 for LTR
and active learning modules respectively. The experiments
are conducted on a PC running Windows 10 OS with an
AMD Ryzen 5 1600 CPU (6 cores) of 3.2GHz and 8GB DDR4
RAM.
4.2 Performance metrics
We leverage three widely used metrics in literature (e.g.,
[30], [17], [31], [32], [33]) to measure the performance of our
approach.
• Hit@k/Top-k Accuracy, which is the percentage of
queries of which at least one recommended API is
relevant within the top k results. Formally,
Hit@k =
rel(k)
|Q|
where rel(k) represents the number of queries whose
relevant API appears in the top-k, and |Q| is the total
number of the queries.
• Mean Average Precision (MAP) is the mean of the av-
erage precision (AP) scores for each query. Formally,
MAP =
1
|Q|
|Q|∑
i=1
AP (i), AP =
1
|K|
∑
k∈K
num(k)
k
where K is the set of ranking position of the relevant
APIs of the ranked APIs list of the i-th query, and
num(k) represents the number of relevant API in the
top-k.
• Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) calculates the inverse
of the first appearing relevant API of a query, then
adds them up and averages as the result.
MRR =
1
|Q|
|Q|∑
i=1
1
ranki
where ranki represents the ranking position of the
first relevant API in the i-th query.
8. https://www.codejava.net
9. https://github.com/tkdsheep/BIKER-ASE2018
10. http://homepage.usask.ca/ masud.rahman/rack/
11. https://github.com/masud-technope/NLP2API-Replication-
Package
12. https://github.com/modAL-python/modAL
84.3 Experimental results
RQ1. How effective is BRAID to recommend API for given
queries in general?
In the experiment, we randomly select 10 query-answer
pairs from the training set which are used to build the feed-
back repository; one example is given in Table 3. Note that
these randomly selected query-answer pairs have low cor-
relation with the queries in the testing set. As the main aim
TABLE 3: 10 queries in feedback repository
Query
How to implement the hashCode and
equals method using Apache Commons
How do I set the value of file attributes
How do I compare two dates
How do I call a stored procedure that return a result set
How do I turn the Num Lock button on
How to Move image on screen
Connect with a Web server
Execute a command from code
How do I create a web based file upload
Get Request Parameters in a Servlet
of this experiment is to investigate the effectiveness of the
feedback repository to recommendation improvements, we
set the feedback repository unchanged. We use queries from
the testing set to evaluate three baselines BIKER, RACK and
NLP2API augmented with BRAID respectively, i.e., BRAID
(BIKER), BRAID (RACK) and BRAID (NLP2API). We mea-
sure the performance BRAID (BIKER), BRAID (RACK) and
BRAID (NLP2API) at the class level in terms of Hit@1,
Hit@3, Hit@5, MAP and MRR. In addition to the feedback
repository shown in Table 3, we repeat the experiment for
extra 4 times, each time with different (randomly sampled)
feedback repositories and queries. We calculate the average
metrics and the results are shown in Table 4.
Note that RACK and NLP2API recommend API classes,
while BIKER can recommend API methods and API classes.
In this experiment, the APIs in the feedback repository
are at the class level, so we consider the case of BIKER
recommended API class in this experiment. As for the other
experiments, we consider API methods recommendation for
BIKER.
TABLE 4: Evaluation results for our framework comparing
with baselines
Baseline Technique Hit@1 Hit@3 Hit@5 MAP MRR
BIKER
Original 0.4417 0.7583 0.825 0.5996 0.6139
Avg. BRAID 0.4933 0.7667 0.8317 0.621 0.6368
Imp. Avg. BRAID 11.7% 1.1% 0.81% 3.56% 3.73%
RACK
Original 0.3125 0.5625 0.7083 0.4624 0. 4804
Avg. BRAID 0.3708 0.7417 0.7917 0.5174 0.5574
Imp. Avg. BRAID 18.67% 31.85% 11.76% 11.88% 16.04%
NLP2API
Original 0.3333 0.5376 0.6774 0.4071 0.4665
Avg. BRAID 0.4258 0.6989 0.7785 0.5346 0.5674
Imp. Avg. BRAID 27.74% 30% 14.92% 31.31% 21.64%
From Table 4, one can see that almost all metrics have
improved compared with the baselines. In general, even
when a small-scale feedback repository is harnessed, BRAID
demonstrates substantial improvements over the baselines
by 11.7%, 1.1%, 0.81%, 3.56%, 3.73% for BIKER, 18.67%,
31.85%, 11.76%, 11.88%, 16.04% for RACK and 27.74%, 30%,
14.92%, 31.31%, 21.64% for NLP2API respectively. This con-
firms that the feedback repository is effective in boosting
the performance of API recommendations. In addition, the
same feedback repository works well on the three API
recommendation systems (BIKER, RACK and NLP2API),
which demonstrates the generalization ability of BRAID for
query-based API recommendation.
RQ2. How does the accumulation of the feedback repository
improve the performance of BRAID?
In the first experiment, we fix the feedback repository.
In real scenario, the feedback repository is to be updated
with the feedback received from the end users. How does
the accumulation of the feedback repository (representing
the feedback information) influence the recommendation
results? Our experiment aims to answer this question.
We randomly select the query-answer pairs from the
training set to form the feedback repository. The size of the
feedback repository varies from 0% to 100% of the training
set, with an increment of 10%. Note that the baseline is
represented by the case of size equal to 0%, where the
feedback repository is disabled. For each sampled feedback
repository, we carry out experiments 10 times and the re-
ported results represent the average.
Table 5 presents the experimental results. To better visu-
alize the trend, we also plot the results in Fig. 3. One can
observe that the performance improves with the accumu-
lation of the feedback repository. This is consistent across
all the three baselines, indicating the generalization of our
approach for query-based recommendation. In particular, all
the metrics have been enhanced considerably. The MAP and
MRR are up 10 percent for BIKER, 21% for RACK, and over
25% for NLP2API.
Arguably, the most important indicator Hit@1 enjoys the
largest boosting, which demonstrates that our approach can
rank the most relevant API to the top-1 through feedback
information. Fig. 4 (BRAID curve in blue) shows the Hit@1
metric of all these baselines: Hit@1 of BIKER increased by
14.5%, of RACK increased by 35.42%, and of NLP2API
increased by 32.26%, absolutely.
RQ3. How do LTR and active learning techniques contribute
to BRAID respectively?
Recall that our approach makes use of two learning
techniques, i.e., LTR and active learning. To better interpret
the performance improvement of BRAID, we perform an
ablation analysis to pinpoint the individual contribution of
each technique to the performance.
In the experiment, similar to the previous one, we grad-
ually increase the size of the feedback repository. At each
stage, we disable either LTR or active learning and collect
the performance metrics accordingly. We calculate the re-
sults of baselines for testing data and the averages (over all
stages) of LTR and active learning techniques respectively.
The experimental results are given in Table 6.
From the table, we can see the roles that learning-to-
rank and active learning techniques play in boosting the API
recommendation. These two techniques make different con-
tributions in all of the baselines. Active learning performs
better than LTR for three baselines on average. Moreover,
the performance of RACK is the lowest among the three
baselines, but gets the highest boost with our approach. The
9TABLE 5: The effect of BRAID with accumulation of the feedback repository
Baseline Metric Original 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
BIKER
Hit@1 0.3833 0.43 0.4642 0.4625 0.4717 0.4792 0.4958 0.4975 0.5167 0.5217 0.5283
Hit@3 0.6333 0.7067 0.6983 0.7133 0.7258 0.7175 0.7367 0.74 0.7417 0.7392 0.7392
Hit@5 0.7167 0.7775 0.7767 0.785 0.7875 0.7842 0.8 0.805 0.8175 0.82 0.8175
MAP 0.5147 0.5532 0.5698 0.5747 0.5797 0.5837 0.5955 0.5968 0.6062 0.6088 0.6124
MRR 0.5348 0.5781 0.5964 0.5992 0.6064 0.6101 0.625 0.6272 0.6393 0.6421 0.6486
RACK
Hit@1 0.3125 0.4 0.475 0.5042 0.5458 0.5958 0.6125 0.6479 0.6646 0.6667 0.6667
Hit@3 0.5625 0.7354 0.7479 0.75 0.7646 0.7646 0.7896 0.7875 0.7896 0.7917 0.7917
Hit@5 0.7083 0.7979 0.8042 0.8146 0.8188 0.8229 0.8333 0.8313 0.8333 0.8333 0.8333
MAP 0.4624 0.5331 0.563 0.5804 0.6052 0.6318 0.6531 0.6666 0.6747 0.6751 0.6748
MRR 0.4804 0.5676 0.617 0.6314 0.6591 0.6875 0.7046 0.7217 0.7321 0.7326 0.7326
NLP2API
Hit@1 0.3333 0.4892 0.5419 0.5688 0.5925 0.6075 0.6161 0.6333 0.6376 0.6505 0.6559
Hit@3 0.5376 0.7204 0.7473 0.7559 0.7699 0.7677 0.7806 0.7817 0.7828 0.7817 0.7849
Hit@5 0.6774 0.7656 0.7839 0.7989 0.7968 0.7957 0.8 0.7978 0.8043 0.8054 0.8065
MAP 0.4071 0.5316 0.5909 0.6142 0.6166 0.6302 0.6458 0.6523 0.6604 0.6608 0.6667
MRR 0.4665 0.5676 0.636 0.6591 0.6613 0.6805 0.6937 0.7008 0.7078 0.71 0.7151
(a) The performance of BIKER (b) The performance of RACK (c) The performance of NLP2API
Fig. 3: Learning curves of BRAID with feedback information for baselines
TABLE 6: Evaluation results for our framework comparing
with baselines (AL stands for active learning)
Approach Technique Hit@1 Hit@3 Hit@5 MAP MRR
BIKER
Original 0.3833 0.6333 0.7167 0.5147 0.5348
Avg. LTR 0.4517 0.7041 0.7716 0.5598 0.5915
Avg. AL 0.4645 0.6949 0.7523 0.5677 0.5947
Avg.BRAID 0.4773 0.7174 0.7898 0.5814 0.6097
Imp. Avg. LTR 17.83% 11.17% 7.66% 8.75% 10.6%
Imp. Avg. AL 21.17% 9.72% 4.98% 10.29% 11.2%
Imp. Avg. BRAID 24.53% 13.28% 10.2% 12.96% 14.01%
RACK
Original 0.3125 0.5625 0.7083 0.4624 0. 4804
Avg. LTR 0.5169 0.738 0.8057 0.5978 0.6405
Avg. AL 0.5311 0.6913 0.7669 0.5763 0.6321
Avg.BRAID 0.5538 0.7523 0.8119 0.6111 0.6606
Imp. Avg. LTR 65.39% 31.2% 13.74% 29.27% 33.34%
Imp. Avg. AL 69.94% 22.9% 8.26% 24.62% 31.59%
Imp. Avg. BRAID 77.21% 33.74% 14.63% 32.15% 37.52%
NLP2API
Original 0.3333 0.5376 0.6774 0.4071 0.4665
Avg. LTR 0.5589 0.7361 0.7848 0.607 0.6544
Avg. AL 0.5585 0.7311 0.7876 0.6061 0.652
Avg. BRAID 0.5752 0.7464 0.7926 0.6211 0.6663
Imp. Avg. LTR 67.68% 36.91% 15.84% 49.09% 40.29%
Imp. Avg. AL 67.54% 35.98% 16.26% 48.88% 39.77%
Imp. Avg. BRAID 72.55% 38.84% 17% 52.57% 42.83%
improvement tendency of two techniques is consistent for
all the three baselines. We also find, from the improvement
trend of the three baselines, that both techniques focus more
on the Hit@1, MAP, MRR and Hit@3 than Hit@5. Among
them, the effect of Hit@1 is outstanding. Despite LTR and
active learning techniques optimize the performance in dif-
ferent degrees, overall, neither of them perform better than
combining them together, which justifies the methodology
adopted by BRAID.
In Fig. 4, we plot the Hit@1 curves of the overall BRAID
approach (as discussed in RQ2), LTR and active learning
with respect to feedback sizes. From the figures, we can see
that when the data of feedback repository is small, active
learning performs better (except RACK). And when there
is a lot of feedback data, LTR performs better on three
baselines. With the greater engagement of feedback, in gen-
eral, LTR, active learning and BRAID all grow steady and
perform better than the original baselines (the Hit@1 metric
of BIKER, RACK, NLP2API is 38.33%, 31.25%, 33.33%). It
is noteworthy that the overall BRAID achieves the greatest
improvement which confirms the importance of joint forces
of LTR and active learning.
RQ4. Is the overhead introduced by BRAID acceptable?
As an “add-on” technique, when used in conjunction
with existing recommendation systems, BRAID boosts the
effectiveness (as demonstrated by the previous experiments)
but inevitably introduces overheads. Are these overheads
acceptable? This is what we are investigating.
Table 7 shows the runtime of our approach. The original
time records the runtime of the baseline. The extraction time
represents the time spent on feature extraction. The training
time represents the time for training the ranking model of
BRAID. The ranking time represents the time to re-rank the
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(a) BIKER Hit@1 (b) RACK Hit@1 (c) NLP2API Hit@1
Fig. 4: The performance metrics of Baselines Hit@1
API recommended list. The total time is the sum of the
extraction, training and ranking time, which represents the
overhead introduced by BRAID. The pct.(%) calculates the
percentage of the total time in the original time.
We repeat this experiment for 10 times on each baseline.
For each time, we conduct 10 user queries and calculate
the runtime of each query. From Table 7, we can see that
most of the total time is spent on training the ranking model
while the re-ranking process is largely negligible (measured
in seconds). Among the three baselines, BIKER takes the
longest time 14.29 seconds, because loading data takes up
most of the time. Overall, BRAID works on BIKER takes
0.203 seconds on average, 1.42% more of the original time,
0.173 seconds on RACK, which is 1.73% of the original time,
while 0.175 seconds on NLP2API, 4.41% more of the original
time.
TABLE 7: Runtime overhead results
Approach Original(s) Overheads introduced by BRAIDExtraction(s) Training(s) Ranking(s) Total(s) Pct.(%)
BIKER 14.29 0.02 0.182 0.0003 0.203 1.42%
RACK 10 0.035 0.138 0.0003 0.173 1.73%
NLP2API 3.97 0.03 0.145 0.0002 0.175 4.41%
5 THREATS TO VALIDITY
Threats to internal validity are related to experimental
errors and biases [34]. The main threats of this kind originate
from the potential bias introduced in the data. To ensure a
fair comparison with the baselines, we use the same data
published as the replication package of the original work.
Moreover, we directly employ their tools to avoid possible
errors during re-implementation. The experiments in our
study are usually conducted three times and the average
values are used as the final results. In the active learning
process, we leverage crowdsourced knowledge from Stack
Overflow posts as oracles to provide feedback data. This
strategy is adopted in many studies, including the compar-
ative study [14], and other research work [35]. To ensure the
quality, we double check the extracted data manually and
confirm these labels are correct.
Threats to external validity focus on the efficacy that the
results can be generalized to other cases different from those
used in the experiments [34]. Indeed, like other empirical
studies, it is hard to guarantee that our framework works
well on any other third-party recommendation approach.
However, we believe that the three state-of-the-art tools
selected to demonstrate the advantage of our approach
are representative, and the comprehensive experiments can
well illustrate the performance enhancement. In addition,
in our experiments, we concentrate on APIs in Java, which
is the same strategy adopted in baseline work. Never-
theless, BRAID is designed to be a language-independent
framework where our methodology does not capitalize any
peculiarities of Java whereby we believe it can be adapted
to other programming languages than Java.
6 RELATED WORK
Recommendation systems have been intensively studied
in software engineering to assist developers with a wide
range of activities [36], [37]. Rather than a detailed literature
review, we shall mainly discuss those closely related with
ours. Particularly, we focus on three threads of work, i.e.,
search based code recommendation, generation based code
recommendation/completion and results ranking related
techniques.
Search based code recommendation. Code recommen-
dation generally starts from code search. When facing a
programming problem, developers usually turn to the In-
ternet for help. Indeed, a recent case study conducted at
Google confirmed that developers search for code very
frequently [38]. Work of this category typically leverages
code from open source projects, sometimes augmented
with various software artifacts to enhance recommendation
precision. Examples include Strathcona [39], Portfolio [32],
SENSORY [40], and Aroma [41]. Strathcona recommends
code examples for developers by comparing structural simi-
larity in the code repository. Portfolio mainly combines NLP,
PageRank [42] and spreading activation network algorithms
to find the most relevant code for users. SENSORY consid-
ers the statement sequence information and uses Burrows
Wheeler Transform algorithm to search in the code repos-
itory, and then re-rank the result based on the structure
information. Aroma takes a partial code snippet as query in-
put, and returns a set of code snippets as recommendations.
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The above approaches mainly rely on code information to
perform recommendation.
Meanwhile, some approaches employ additional in-
formation from other software artifacts or crowdsourced
knowledge. Examples include BIKER [3], RACK [13], and
NLP2API [14], all of which serve as our baselines in this
paper. These approaches leverage Q&A posts from Stack
Overflow website to find the most relevant APIs. NLP2API
also incorporates (pseudo-) feedback information as our
work, but its purpose is to reformulate the query. Similarly,
QUICKAR [43] also aims to automatically provide reformu-
lation of a given query. Some examples augmented with
other information for recommendation are APIREC [44],
and FOCUS [5]. APIREC leverages fine-grained change
commit history from Github to extract frequent change pat-
terns to supplement the recommendation process. FOCUS
tackles the usage pattern recommendation problem from the
perspective of collaborative filtering, and similar projects in-
formation is consulted during the recommendation process.
Thung et al. unify the historical feature requests and API
document information to recommend API methods [45].
Yuan et al. [46] combine code parsing and text processing
on Android tutorials and SDK documents to recommend
functional APIs in Android. Ponzanelli et al. propose a
holistic recommendation system Libra, which integrates the
IDE and the web browser [47]. Libra could provide more
personalized recommendations since it records developers’
navigation history and other contextual information.
Generation based code recommendation/completion. An-
other important thread mostly bases their methodology on
deep learning related techniques [48]. White et al. empiri-
cally demonstrate that a relatively simple RNN model can
outperform n-gram models at certain software engineering
tasks, such as code suggestion [49]. Gu et al. [50] propose
DeepAPI, which adapted a neural language model to en-
code the words of the query and associated API sequences.
By training the model with a large corpus of annotated API
from GitHub, DeepAPI could generate API usage sequences
for the query. In their subsequent work [51], a deep neural
network model, i.e., CODEnn, was proposed to bridge the
lexical gap between queries and source code. It can generate
a unified vector representation for both code and descrip-
tions. Raychev et al. [52] combine 3-gram and RNN models
to synthesize a code snippet, which can complete method
invocation and invocation parameters. Despite that such
thread of research mainly generates target code entities, they
could still be plugged into our framework, as long as an
initial API recommendation list could be produced.
Ranking recommendation results. Apart from different
approaches towards code recommendation, a few initiatives
have focused on applying machine learning based tech-
niques to rank the recommendation candidates. Thung et al.
[53] propose an automated approach, namely WebAPIRec,
which can convert web API recommendation into a person-
alized ranking task based on the API usage historical data.
WebAPIRec can learn a model which minimizes errors of
Web APIs ordering. Different from our work, WebAPIRec
does not utilize feedback information during recommenda-
tion. Liu et al. [31] propose a ranking-based discriminative
approach, RecRank, to optimize the top-1 recommenda-
tion on top of APIREC. Specially, it uses the usage path
based features to rank the recommendation list generated
by APIREC [44]. In contrast, our approach does not bind
with any particular component recommendation method.
In addition, RecRank does not consider the feedback infor-
mation either. Niu et al. [54] apply the LTR technique to
recommend code examples given a query. A pair-wise LTR
algorithm is employed to train a ranking schema, which
can be used for new queries later. They address a different
recommendation problem, through LTR techniques as well.
Moreover, feedback information is also neglected in their
approach.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose BRAID, a novel framework to
boost the performance of query-based API recommendation
systems. BRAID takes a user query and the result of an ex-
isting API recommendation as input. It adopts the user pref-
erence click history as feedback information and leverages
learning-to-rank and active learning techniques to build up
a new API recommendation model. With the augmentation
of the feedback information, BRAID performs increasingly
better comparing with the baseline API recommenders. The
experiments show that BRAID can substantially enhance
the effectiveness of state-of-the-art API recommenders. In
the future work, we plan to develop a full-fledged tool
based on BRAID as a plugin of current mainstream IDEs
to better support programming. In addition, we believe the
approach put forward in the current paper actually has
broader applicability whereby we plan to extend it to other
recommendation scenarios in software engineering.
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